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The thumb has the unique property of being opposable
to the other fingers and is thus used to perform specific
tasks such as grasping objects, which cannot be done
otherwise. In this paper we present an interactive ring
that takes advantage of this biomechanical advantage,
by enabling thumb-index interaction. We propose a set
of gestures involving the coordinated movement of the
thumb against the proximal phalanx of the index finger
that we call bi-digit interaction. Further, we present
several scenarios where performing bi-digit interaction
is quick, easy and advantageous for users.
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Introduction
The thumb is the only digit that is opposable to the
other four fingers in a human hand and has two
phalanges rather than three. Such unique properties
make the thumb naturally useful for various forms of
physical interaction. However, coordinated thumb-index
interaction does not happen frequently on mobile
devices, and is usually restricted to simple pinching
gestures (zoom in and out).
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In this paper we propose a new technique of utilizing
thumb based gestures for digital interaction.
Ringteraction (Figure 1) introduces an interactive ring
worn on the index finger of the dominant hand and
coupled with a mobile device. We use capacitive
sensing on a side of the ring, to recognize thumb
gestures performed against the index finger. This
arrangement enables coordinated thumb-index
interaction (referred to as bi-digit interaction in the rest
of the paper) and demonstrates its unique advantages.
We envision that an interactive ring can function both
as a standalone device and as a companion to a larger
device such as the mobile phone, a tablet, or a laptop.
Ringteraction explores possible interaction scenarios in
these two modes. In standalone mode, the ring acts as
a wearable device that is always available and
extremely easy to access. In companion mode, we
leverage the unique localization of the ring on the index
finger to propose one-handed parallel inputting
capabilities: the thumb interacting on the ring and the
index finger interacting on the mobile device.
The contribution of this paper is threefold:
1.

2.
Figure 1. Workflow of Ringteraction.
(a) The user is drawing in red; (b)
by tapping on the capacitive sensor
of the ring with their thumb, they
change the color to blue and (c)
start drawing in blue. (d) Hardware
details of our prototype.

3.

We systematically investigated the set of the
interaction possibilities between the thumb and
index finger with an interactive ring and/or a
touch-based mobile device.
We designed and developed a custom
interactive ring with display, processing power,
touchpads, etc.
We demonstrated the usage of Ringteraction in
various practical applications we implemented.

Related Work
In review of the previous work we consider the large
amount of work done chiefly in the fields of Dual Device
interactions, Ring-based and Finger-based systems.
Interactive Rings
Rings as wearable devices have been considered for
research since 1997 [6], but gained more attention in
the last few years [1,8–10,12].
In many cases, the ring is used as a convenient
tracking device for hand or finger motion [6,12]. This is
usually achieved using accelerometers [6,16],
gyroscopes [12] or magnetometers [4]. This kind of
interaction proposes simple and eyes-free interaction
but may lead to fatigue as it involves mid-air gestures
of varying amplitudes.
Other projects consider the ring as a proper input
device. Nenya [1] and iRing [10] introduced a novel
method of interacting by rotating the ring around the
finger wearing it. A ring can also be used to transform
the hand into an immaterial mouse, e.g. LightRing [8],
or into a trackpad [7].
None of the proposed solutions take advantage of the
unique properties of the thumb and do not investigate
parallel input on both the ring and a mobile device.
Dual-Device Interaction
Many previous works investigated dual-device
interaction. Works such as Duet [5] investigate the
potential of multi-touch and multi-devices gestures with
a mobile device and a smartwatch. Thaddeus [13] also
proposes multi-devices interaction between a
smartphone and a tablet.
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Finger interaction
FingerPad [3] uses a small hall sensor grid, fixed at the
back of the index finger tip, to track the movements of
the thumb, against the index finger’s tip. Although this
serves as a discrete method of controlling mobile
devices remotely, it needs augmentation of both the
index finger and the thumb. Moreover it cannot be used
if the index finger is utilized in some other forms of
interactions, such as pressing a switch or touching a
mobile phone.
NailDisplay [11] provides a secondary display on top of
the nails to fight the problem of mobile screen
occlusion. However this solution might not be always
easily visible and might hamper normal usage of the
finger, because of augmentation of the finger-tip
region.
NanoStylus [14] is a very small stylus mounted on the
user’s finger that enables extremely precise pointing on
small wearable devices such as a watch. Magic Finger
[15] uses a micro-camera, turning any surface to a
touch screen.
None of these works actually considered the
simultaneous use of a ring and a mobile device, such as
a smartphone or a tablet. With Ringteraction, we propose
a new interaction paradigm leveraging the capabilities of
the thumb to interact with other fingers.

Ring Prototype
To realize Ringteraction, we created an interactive ring,
and developed a software platform for the ring to
interact with a tablet or a slate.
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Hardware
We 3D printed a ring using PLA. The upper part of the
ring contains dual layered PCBs within 35 × 28 × 16
mm. The lower part of the prototype is shaped as a
ring.
The system is controlled by a PIC32MX470
microcontroller. A small 0.96” OLED color display
(SSD1331, 96 × 64 pixels) provides visual feedback.
The fast computational capabilities of the core are
advantageous for the touch sensing (using mtouch
touch panels) and smooth animation display. The
microcontroller is also interfaced to a Bluetooth low
energy module (BLE 4.0) to communicate with the
mobile device wirelessly.
For thumb-based input we used two linear (1D)
capacitive touch sensors (23 × 7 mm) attached side by
side0. Each linear sensor can reliably distinguish up to
100 different positions along the X axis. Limited 2D
support can be achieved, with each sensor providing a
different position on the Y axis. On The 2 sensors are
fixed on the left side of the ring which is currently
suitable for right handed users. The prototype is
powered by two 3.7V 2000 mAh batteries. An additional
universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART)
port is also provided for debugging purposes.
Software
The microcontroller is programmed using embedded C,
utilizing various commonly available libraries for display
driver control, UART control, etc. The ring is connected
using a serial Bluetooth connection to Windows 8.1
laptop with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad with 4 GB of
RAM. This computer runs the experimental server
written in Java that handles both serial connection and
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TCP connections. From this server, several mobile
device
es can connect at the same time. Each
E
important
event from the ring is broadcasted
b
to the
e mobile
device
es and vice-versa. We developed numerous
applic
cations for Ringterraction, on Android tablet
(Sams
sung ref tablet), smartphone
s
(Xiaomi Mi3) running
Andro
oid 4.3. We also developed apps forr a Samsung
Windo
ows Slate tablet ru
unning Windows 7.

Inter
raction Modes with the ring
Figure 2. F
Flowchart of the thre
ee
interaction
n modes of the devic
ce. If the
device is n
not paired, it goes to
o
standalone
e mode. Else, if the user is
not interac
cting with the mobile device,
the mode switches to No Focu
us,
otherwise to Focus.

By default, Ringteractio
on supports three modes of
intera
action, which are directly
d
linked with the level of
engag
gement of the use
er with the mobile device(s):
1.
2.
3.

Standalone mo
ode
No Focus mode
e
Focus mode

Figure
e 2 summarizes how each of these three modes
can be
e activated.
Stand
dalone mode
This mode
m
is the minim
mal interaction mo
ode, if the ring is
not pa
aired with any dev
vice. In this mode
e, the user can
simply
y check the curren
nt time, take a pic
cture using the
ring iff it contains an inttegrated camera or
o play simple
games. Upon pairing with
w
a device, the ring
r
leaves this
mode and switches to “No
“
Focus” mode.
No Fo
ocus mode
In the
e no focus mode, the
t
ring is paired with a mobile
device
e but the user is not
n actively interacting with the
mobile
e device. In this mode,
m
the ring actts more as a
simple
e remote controlle
er for the mobile device.
d
This is
simila
ar to controlling th
he music player off a smartphone
using a button on the earphones.
e
Users may be on the
go and may not be able
e to actively intera
act with a

vice. The ring thus provides simple
e, punctual
mobile dev
and discre
ete microinteractio
ons [2]. The advantage of
the ring fo
or microinteraction
ns is its direct acc
cessibility;
the user d
does not need to e
extract the mobile
e device
from a poccket or a bag. Typ
pical tasks in this mode
would be cchanging songs on
n a music player, switching
the phone to silent mode, rrejecting a phone call or
sending a predefined messa
age to a contact. If the user
gets more
e engaged with the
e mobile device, tthe ring will
switch to ffocus mode.
Focus mod
de
As soon ass the user gets en
ngaged with the m
mobile
device (to uches it) with the
e ring already pairred, the
ring will sw
witch to focus mode. In this mode, both the
input and output capabilitie
es can be used to their
fullest. In terms of input, th
he user can perforrm precise
continuouss control, (zoomin
ng, vertical scrollin
ng). The
screen of tthe ring can also be used to display
y
contextuall menus. The scre
een allows to comfortably
display a ccontextual menu w
with three to five simple
commandss.
This intera
action mode is the
e richest. In a pain
nting app,
the ring ca
an be used to change colors or toolls without
the need tto release the fing
ger to go and select a tool
from a too
olbar. This limits d
disruption from the main
task. If the
e user stops interracting with a touc
chscreen
for a speciific time, the ring will automatically
y switch
back to no
o focus mode. If the pairing is lost, the ring
will go bacck to standalone m
mode.

Input Vo
ocabulary
The ring p
prototype allows us to detect simple
e gestures.
Currently, our prototype can detect the four following
gestures:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3. (a)) Horizontal swipes.
(b) Vertical flicks. (c) Discrete
taps. (d, e) Rotational
gestures.




Horizontal Slide/Sw
wipe along the fin
nger individually
on
n the two sensors
s or capacitive pan
nels.
Single Taps on th
hree different loc
cations of each
pa
anel
Vertical swipe at bo
oth ends for panel1 and panel2
Clockwise/Counter
C
r-clockwise rotation- The thumb
slides up on panel1
1, goes down verttically to panel2,
slides down on panel
p
2 and so on. The initial
po
osition of the thu
umb can be anyw
where on either
pa
anel.

This in
nput vocabulary, presented in Figure 3 , is
suitab
ble both for discrete command selec
ction, using
single
e taps or swipe but also continuous control with
swipes and rotations.

Bi-Diigit Application
ns
To demonstrate the pottential of Ringtera
action, we
develo
oped a series of examples
e
and applications for
each mode
m
of interactio
on presented belo
ow. The
applic
cations we have allready implemented are indicated
with a * in their title
Stand
dalone mode
This mode
m
is a bit limite
ed in terms of app
plications the
user may
m
want to use, but the device sh
hould still be
able to offer some interraction if the ring is not paired.

Figure 4. Ring
g displaying the time in
standalone m
mode.

WATCH
H*
Throu
ughout the day, us
sers may need to check the
curren
nt time. In this respect, they can ta
ake advantage
of the
e immediate availa
ability of the ring to check the
time (Figure
(
4). No nee
ed to grab the pho
one or even roll
up the
eir sleeves. In add
dition, detection of
o the user
movin
ng the screen clos
ser to the eyes cou
uld be done
using IMU or gyroscope
es [12].
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CTURES
TAKING PICT
While our initial design does
s not include a camera, we
see a cam
ddition to a smartt ring.
mera as a strong ad
Contrary tto a smartphone, aiming with the c
camera
would be a
as simple as pointting with the finge
er. The
screen cou
uld also help for a
aiming/displaying a preview

No Focus m
mode
In Focus m
mode, the ring is u
used as a remote controller
for the mo
obile device.
SYSTEM CO
OMMANDS
The ring o
on the index fingerr provides quick rremote
access to tthe commonly use
ed system comma
ands, when
the phone is not in use. A s
set of discrete com
mmands
can thus b
be invoked by tapping or swiping on
n the ring,
e.g. declin
ning a call, switchiing to silent mode
e, turning
Wi-Fi on/o
off, etc.
NOTIFICATI ONS
In many ssituations such as travelling in a bus, the
phone may
y not always be w
within reach. In su
uch cases,
the alwayss available display
y on the ring can provide
informatio
on-rich notification
ns like several line
es of text,
images an
nd animations.
MUSIC CON
NTROL
With the a
availability of the iinput space at the
e tip of the
thumb, ge
estures like slide u
up and down can b
be utilized
to browse through songs, w
while a rotation ge
esture can
be used to
o control the volum
me. Taps can be u
used to
play and p
pause.
UNLOCKING
G PHONE
An added layer of security c
can be used for un
nlocking of
phone. Ussually personal pattterns or gestures
s are
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utilize
ed for this purpose
e. However with a ring, the
phone
e will only get unlo
ocked when the user performs
the sp
pecific pattern while keeping the thumb pressed
on the
e ring.

Figure 5. Se
elect+Scroll- Index finger
ecting and the thum
mb
used for sele
controls the scrolling.

Focus
s Mode
In foc
cus mode, the ring
g can especially be
e used for
parallel task completion
n, with the main task
t
being
perforrmed on the mobile device and the secondary one
on the
e ring.
PARALLEL TASK COMPLETIO
ON
Color and tool switching
g in a paint applic
cation*. In
focus mode, the user is
s likely to be focus
sing on one
speciffic task and does not
n want to be intterrupted, even
to sele
ect a command or change some pa
arameters. We
implemented a paint ap
pplication that allo
ows the user to
chang
ge color while draw
wing (Figure 1), without
w
lifting
the fin
nger. This allows the
t
user to contin
nue from the
same exact point but with
w
a different collor. We divided
each capacitive
c
sensor into three different tap-regions.
The sc
creen of the ring is
i used to display the colors,
thus the
t
user only need
ds to focus on his index finger to
chang
ge colors. When th
he user lifts their finger
f
from the
screen
n the color menu changes to a tool menus with
also 6 options.
Selectt+scroll*. Selectin
ng long chunks of text in a
docum
ment spanning acrross several pages
s can be
tediou
us. With bi-digit in
nteraction, the use
er simply
initiattes selection with the index finger and
a
then can
perforrm flicking gesture
es with the thumb
b (Figure 5).
Selecttion can also be adjusted in real tim
me by moving
the index finger.
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n*. In applications like maps, users
s use the
Zoom+Pan
index finge
er to point at a sp
pecific location. Th
hey can
then pan u
using the same index finger, while they zoom
using the tthumb, allowing tthem to precisely control the
focal pointt. Zooming is either performed usin
ng
clockwise//counterclockwise rotation or by sw
wiping along
one of the
e capacitive panel..
ONTEXT
FOCUS+CO
While the mobile device can
n provide the overrall view of
a map (co
ontext) the ring displays a zoomed image of
the map a
at the location whe
ere the index finger occludes
the screen
n. The proximity o
of both the display
ys prevents
the divisio
on of attention as well.

SEAMLESS D ATA SHARING*
an act as a bridge
The ring ca
e between two applications.
Users sele
ect some text or content, and then perform
the copy ccommand by simp
ply dragging the data “into”
the finger (swipe up). In a s
similar way, the d
data can be
dropped in
nto a selected app
plication by dragging data
out of the finger (with a swipe down). Data c
can be
d between mobile
transferred
e devices through the ring.

Conclusiion and Future
e Work
We presen
nted Ringteraction
n, a bi-digit (thum
mb+index)
interaction
n using an interac
ctive ring. This new
w type of
interaction
n enables fast mic
crointeractions and also
instant mo
ode switching with
hout the need to rrely on long
taps or mu
ulti-touch gesture
es which occlude the screen.
We presen
nted a classificatio
on of modes of intteraction.
In future, we would conduc
ct a systematic stu
udy of the
affordance
es of bi-digit interaction. We also w
wish to
further un derstand the effects of using a ring
g added on
to regular mobile usage.
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